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ENGLISH 

( Honours Elective 

Paper : ENG-HE-5016 

( Popular Literature ) 

24A/163 

Full Marks : 80 

Time: 3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

1, Answer the following questions : 

(a) What is the name of the house owned by 
Roger Ackroyd? 

1x10=10 

(b) How does Harry first learn that he is a 
wizard? 

(c) How does Mrs. Dursley feel about her 
sister? 

(a) When did Ambedkar write his auto 
sketches biographical 

Autobiographical Notes? 
compiled in 

( Turn Over ) 



(2) 

( For Visually Challenged Students ) 

(e) Who is Dinah? 

24A/163 

Or 

To which community does Bhim belong? 

Which animal does Alice follow into 
Wonderland? 

(9) Who is the only person that Voldemort 
is afraid of? 

(h) Who are the artists who have visually 
narrated Bhimayana in Gond Art form? 

Or 

( For Visually Challenged Students ) 

Who forgets to deliver Ambedkar's letter 
to his father telling of their plan to visit 
him? 

What was Bhim denied of at school in 
the first book of Bhimayana? 

(Continued ) 

(a) 

(3 ) 

Or 

( For Visually Challenged Students ) 

Where did Ambedkar go when he was 

denied entry at the Hindu hotel in 

Baroda? 

Who is Ginny Weasley? 

2. Answer the following questions : 

Where was Alice at the beginning of the 

novel? What was she doing? 

24A/163 

2x5-10 

(b) Who sponsored the education 
Ambedkar 

How was Ambedkar? 

expected to repay the debt to the 

notable person after his return from the 

States? 

Or 

of 

( For Visually Challenge d Students ) 

the 
Why did Ambedkar describe 

struggle of the Dalits as 'spiritual? 

(c) Was Prof. Dumbledore right to leave the 

infant Harry with the Dursley family, 

instead of keeping with him? Why? 

( Turn Over ) 



k) Namne the two houses of importance in 
King's Abbot. 

fe) 

(4 ) 

What according to Ambedkar, is the 
value of education in the face of social 
and political discrimination? 

(c) 

24A/163 

Or 

( For Visually Challenged Students ) 

3. Answer any four of the following questions : 

(a) What 

How does the graphic novel Bhinayana 
begin? What is the importance of such a 
beginning? 

5x4=20 

is the significance of 

(b) Describe briefly the character of Roger 
Ackroyd in The Murder of Roger 
Ackroyd. 

Describe briefly Alice's relationship with 
the kitty. 

( Continued ) 

(d) 

( 5 ) 

a person who is an untouchable to a 
Hindu is also an untouchable to a Parsi 
... to a Mohammedan," 

Comment on one of the major issues 
raised in Bhimayana in the light of the 
above statement. 

24A/163 

Or 

(For Visually Challenge d Students ) 

How effective is the fusion of Gond Art 
and the Graphic style in Bhimayana in 
depicting the evils of caste based 
discrimination in India? 

(e) Discuss the significance of Alice's 
encounter with Tweedledum and 

Tweedledee in Alice in Wonderland. 

Write a short note on the Dursleys in 
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. 

4. Answer any four of the following questions : 
10x4=40 

(a) You must have indeed been sent from 
the good God to replace my friend 
Hastings." 
Examine Poirot's assessment of Doctor 
Sheppard in The Murder of Roger 
Ackroyd. 

( Turn Over ) 

Dumbledore's relationship with Harry? 



(6 ) 

(b) Comment on how Alice moves through 

several stages in a strange world before 
she can return home. 

(c) Critically consider Agatha Chistie's skill 

in plot construction as revealed in 

The Murder of Roger Ackroyd. 

(d) Discuss the use of symbolism in Alice in 
Wonderland. How are they related to the 
plot and characters? 

(e) Discuss the role of fate and destiny in 
Harry's life. 

24A/163 

you, makes ) What, according to 
Ambedkar's narrative an instance of 
Popular Literature? 

Or 

( For Visually Challenged Students ) 

How does Ambedkar chart his route 

towards an identity of his own through 

his experiences of untouchability? 
Discuss, using relevant instances from 
his Autobiographical Notes. 

( Continued ) 

(7) 

(g) Analyze The Murder of Roger Ackroyd as 
a typical example of Detective fiction. 

(h) Explore the elerments of magic realism 

in Harry Potter and the Philosopher's 

Stone. 
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EDUCATION 

( Honours Elective ) 

Paper: EDU-HE-5046 

(Teacher Education in India ) 

Full Marks : 80 

24A/56 

Time:3 hours 

The figures in the margin in�icate full marks 
for the questions 

1. Answer the following questions: 

(a) What is teacher education? 

1x10=10 

(b) Who started the first formal teacher 
training school in India? 

(c) Mention one difference between Teacher 
Training and Teacher Education. 

(d) Where is the head office of NCERT? 

(e) Mention one objective of inservice 
teacher education. 

(Turn Over) 



(a Wnte onc objective of basic training 

|2 ) 

Wte the full form of NCTE. 

Centre 

(h) Write one way of developing teaching 
competency. 

(a) 

() What is skill-based teacher education? 

Mention one objective of microteaching. 

2. Answer the following questions in brief : 

24A/56 

2x5=10 

Write two general objectives of teacher 
education. 

(b) What are two types of teacher education? 

(d) Mention two functions of SCERT. 

Mention two needs of teacher education 

at pre-primary level. 

(e) Write any two elements of micro 

teaching. 

(Continued) 

(3 ) 

3. Answer any four of the following questions 

(a) Write any five characteristics of teacher 
education. 

(b) Why is teacher education necessary for 
primary education? Explain. 

(c) Write any five functions of NCTE. 

5«4-20 

(d) Write the aimns of Regional Colleges of 
Education in India. 

(e) Mention five differences between the 
microteaching and traditional teaching. 

4. Answer the following questions 

24A/56 

Write the importance of teacher's 
competency. 

10x4=40 

(a) Discuss the need and significance of 
Teacher Education in 21st century. 

(Turm Over) 



(4 ) 

Or/ AI 

Discuss the importance of inservice 
teacher training. 

(b) Explain the competencies required for 
teachers at higher secondary level. 

Or/ I 

Discuss the functions of Regional 
Colleges of Education in India. 

(c) Discuss about the District Institute of 
Education and Training (DIET). 

24A-10*/56 

Or/ I 

Discuss the problems of teacher 
education in India. 

(d) How can teaching competencies be 
developed? Explain. 

Or/eRI 

Discuss about the professional ethics of 
teachers. 
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ENGLISH 

( Honours Elective ) 

( Nineteenth Century European Realism ) 

Paper : ENG-HE-5046 

24A/166 

Full Marks : 80 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

nose? 

Time : 3 hours 

1. Answer the following as directed 

(a) Who is Madame Podtochina? 

(b) "Arkady is a twenty-five years old 
person." 

() Who is the mother of Kholstomer? 

1x10=10 

( Write True or False ) 

(d) Who discovered Kovalyov's missing 

(Turn Over ) 



(e) 

(2 ) 

How much did the Loisels have to pay 
for the original diamond necklace? 

What is the nationality of Ivan 
Turgenev? 

(g) When was the novel Old Goriot 

published? 

(h) The events of The Necklace take place in 

( Fll in the blank ) 

Write the full name of the author of 
Old Goriot. 

24A/166 

Who is the narrator in the last part of 
the story Kholstomer : The Story of a 
Horse? 

2. Answer the following guestions : 

(a) Why did Old Goriot sacrifice his 
fortune? 

(b) Who are Arkady's parents? 

2x5=10 

() How did Kholstomer die at the end of 

the story? 

(d) Who is Madame Forestier? Why did 
Mathilde go to her? 

(e) What is the central idea of The Nose? 

(Continued ) 

(3 ) 

3. Answer any four of the following questions : 

(a) Write a note on the thematic aspects of 
Fathers and Sons. 

5x4-20 

(b) What is the influence of the missing 
nose on Kovalyov? 

(c) What is Madame Podtochina's 

infatuation? 

(a) What is the message of the short story 
The Necklace? 

(e) Attempt a note on the family lineage of 
Kholstomer. 

) Give a character sketch of Nikolai. 

4. Answer any four of the following questions : 
10x4=40 

(a) Give a description of the boarding house 
according to Balzac. 

24A/166 

(b) Comment on how Nikolai Gogol create 
the surreal situation in his- short story, 
The Nose. 

(c) Comment On the defamiliarization 

technique employed by 19th Century 
Russian writers. 

( Turn Over ) 



(4 ) 

(a) Critically analyze the inter-generational 
relationship in Fathers and Sons. 

(e) Put your views on animal sincerity vs. 
human insensitivity and exploitation in 
Kholstomer : The Story of a Horse. 

Offer a description of the trans 
formation in life of the Loisels after the 
loss of the necklace. 

(g) Analyze how the nineteenth century 
Russian novel presents the realistic 
picture of the society on the basis of 
your reading of twO prescribed works. 

(h) Put your observations on the plot 
structure of Balzac's Old Goriot. 
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2023 

ENGLISH 

( Honours Elective ) 

Paper: ENG-HE-5046 

( Nineteenth Century European Realism ) 

Full Marks : 80 

24A/166 

Time : 3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

1. Answer the following as directed : 

(a) Who is Madame Podtochina? 

(b) �Arkady is a twenty-five years old 
person." 

1x10=10 

(c) Who is the mother of Kholstomer? 

( Write True or False ) 

(d) Who discovered Kovalyov's missing 
nose? 

( Turn Over ) 



2 

(e) How much did the Loisels have to pay 

for the original diamond necklace? 

is What 

Turgenev? 

(2 ) 

was (g) When 
published? 

the nationality 

the novel 

24A/166 

(h) The events of The Necklace take place in 

of Ivan 

Old Goriot 

Fill in the blank ) 

Answer the following questions : 

Write the full name of the 'author of 

Old Goriot. 

Who is the narrator in the last part of 

the story Kholstomer : The Story of a 

Horse? 

(b) Who are Arkady's parents? 

(a) Why did Old Goriot sacrifice his 

fortune? 

2x5=10 

(c) How did Kholstomer die at the end of 

the story? 

(d) Who is Madame Forestier? Why did 

Mathilde go to her? 

(e) What is the central idea of The Nose? 

( Continued ) 

3. Answer any four of the following questions : 

(b) 

(a) Write a note on the thematic aspects of 
Fathers and Sons. 

(c) What is 

(3 ) 

What is the influence of the missing 

nose on Kovalyov? 

infatuation? 

5x4-20 

Madame 

() 

(a) What is the message of the short story 
The Necklace? 

24A/166 

Podtochina's 

(e) Attempt a note on the family lineage of 
Kholstomer. 

Give a character sketch of Nikolai. 

4. Answer any four of the following questions : 

(a) Give a description of the boarding house 
according to Balzac. 

10x4=40 

(b) Comment on how Nikolai Gogol create 
the surreal situation in his- short story, 
The Nose. 

Comment on the defamiliarization 

technique employed by 19th Century 
Russian writers. 

( Turn Over ) 



(d) 

(e) 

(f 

(4 ) 

Critically analyze the inter-generational 
relationship in Fathers and Sons. 

Put your views on animal sincerity vs. 
human insensitivity and exploitation in 
Kholstomer : The Story ofa Horse. 

Offer a description of the trans 
formation in life of the Loisels after the 
loss of the necklace. 

(g) Analyze how the nineteenth century 
Russian novel presents the realistic 
picture of the society on the basis of 
your reading of two prescribed works. 

Put your observations on the plot 
structure of Balzac's Old Goriot. 
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ASSAMESE 

(Honours Elective ) 

Paper : ASM-HE-5046 

( Asomiya Kolpobigyan Sahitya ) 

Full Marks: 80 

Time:3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

(s) PE' K bl ? 

Sxyo=o 

(Turn Over) 



( 

() Rs c sfRctI GPRAPATYU ? 

() 

(2) 

24A/156 

2x¢=o 

(Continued) 

() tTT Ba-fbu 

(s) 

(3 ) 

24A/ 156 

>ox8=80 
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24A-2000/156 

(4 ) 
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POLITICAL SCIFENCE 

( Regular Elective ) 

Full Marks : 80 

24A/185 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

Time:3 hours 

Answer the questions from any one Option 

Answer either in English or in Assamese 

OPTION-A 

Paper: POL-RE-5016 

(Public Administration--I) 

1. Answer the following questions : 

discipline? 

(a) In which year was the study of Public 
Administration started as a separate 

1x10=10 

(Turn Over) 



(b) Which stage of evolution of Public 
Administration is considered as the 

golden era? 

| ? 

(c) Who 

(2 ) 

was the main proponent 
bureaucratic theory? 

(d) Name one example of auxiliary agency. 

24A/185 

(e) Who was the author of the book, The 
Principles of Scientific Management? 

The Principles of Scientific Managemernt 

(g) What do you mean by Chief Executive? 

(h) In 

of 

Write one characteristic of government 
corporation. 

which year was the first 

(Continued) 

Why is the line agency considered as the 

fourth organ' of Government? 

A? 

What is 4Ps? 

4Ps f$? 

(3) 

2. Answer the following questions : 

(a) In which year was the first book on 

Public Administration published and 

who was its author? 

(b) Write two differences between public 

administration 

24A/185 

2x5=10 

administration. 

and private 

(c) Write two features of Max Weber's ideal 

type of bureaucracy. 

(Turn Ouer) 

Minnowbrook Conference held? 



(d) Write two differences between integral 

view and managerial view of Public 
Administration. 

(4) 

(e) Mention two advantages of public 
corporation. 

3. Write short notes on (any four) : 

(a) Politics and administration dichotomy 

(b) Importance of Public Administration 

(c) Span of control 

(d) Staff agency 

(e) Bureaucratic theory 

) Decentralization 

24A/185 

5x4-20 

(Continued) 

(5 ) 

4. Answer any four of the following questions : 

(a) What is Public Administration? Discuss 

the evolution of Public 
Administration 

as a separate discipline. 

the scientific management 
(b) Discuss 

theory. What are its contributions? 

(c) What is 

yq7AR ? 

24A/185 

10x4=40 

centralization? Write the 

demerits and merits causes, 

centralization. 

of 

(d) What is line agency? Discuss the 

characteristics and functions of line 

agency. 

(Turn Over ) 



(e) 

(g) 

(h) 

24A/ 185 

What are the of 

What 

(6 ) 

are different types 
departments? Discuss the basis of the 
departmental organization. 

of 

What is hierarchy? Discuss the merits 
and demerits of hierarchy. 

Discuss the importance of ethics and 
values in Public Administration. 

(Continued 

1. 

(a) 

(b) 

Answer the following as directed : 

(c) 

24A/185 

(7) 

The 

OPrION-B 

Paper: POL-RE 5026 

( Select ConstitutionI ) 

Constitution British 

flexible/partly flexible. 
is 

1× 10-10 

rigid/ 

(ChOose the correct answer ) 

In Britain, all acts of the King are 

the acts of Ministers. 

Who decides as to whether a Bill is a 

Money Bill or not in Britain? 

really 

( Write Yes or No ) 

(Turn Over ) 

qualities a Chief 

Executive? Discuss his functions. 



(d) The Supreme Court of UK came into 
existence in 2005/2009/2015. 

(8 ) 

'91? 

( Choose the correct answer ) 

(e) For how many terms, a person can get 
elected as the President of USA? 

24A/185 

( 9a bsÜI RIR GASI ) 

() The term of the members of the Senate 
is 2/4/6 years. 

( Choose the correct answer ) 

( 3 tscÙI KIfR GIASI ) 

(g) The USA President is both, the head of 
the State and head of the Government. 

Write Yes or No ) 

(Continued) 

(h) 

(9) 

Which 
Constitution 

provides for the 

principle of checks and 
balances? 

The 
principle of 

Separation of Power has 

been applied in 
India/UK/USA. 

( Choose the correct answer) 

( 9a boÜI ZIÍR tSaI ) 

The British Constitution does not really 

exist -was said by de Tocqueville/ 

Munro/Blackstone. 

24A/185 

( Choose the correct answer ) 

Tocqueville/ Munro/Blackstone-4 | 

( 9a bocÜI AIÍR GoSqI ) 

2. Answer the following questions : 2x5-10 

(a) Mention two features of Constitution. 

(Turm Over) 



(b) Mention two conventions relating to 
the British Parliament. 

( 10 ) 

(c) Mention two examples of Parliamentary 
Government. 

(d) Name two political parties of Britain. 

(e) Mention two features of the Constitution 
of USA. 

3. Write short notes 
following : 

(c) 

(a) Qualities of good Constitution 

on any four of the 

(b) Concept of Constitutionalism 

24A/185 

5x4=20 

Basic features of the British Constitution 

(Continued) 

| 11 ) 

(d) Dictatorship of Cabinet in UK 

(e) Judiciary of USA 

House of Senate 

4. Answer any four of the following questions : 
10x4=40 

(a) Discuss about the classification of the 

Constitution. 

(b) Discuss the role of conventions in 
Britain. 

24A/185 

(c) The US Constitution is the briefest 

Constitution in the World." Explain the 
statemnent. 

(Tum Over) 



(d) Discuss the 

Government. 

| 12 ) 

rcasons 

1ncrcase in the powers of US Federal 
behind the 

(e) Discuss the powers and functions of the 
US President. 

24A- 25*/185 

Compare the powers and functions of 

the President of USA and the King in 

Britain. 

(g) Compare the powers and functions of 
the British House of Lords and the 
American Senate. 

(h) Make a comparative study of the US 
Congress and the British Parliament. 

3 (Sem-5/CBCS) POL RE 1/2 
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POLITICAL SCIENCE 

( Honours Elective ) 

24A/176 

Paper: POL-HE-5046 

( Select Constitutions -I ) 

Full Marks : 80 

Time:3 hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 
for the questions 

1. Answer the following as directed : 

(a) Who is known as the father of the 
American Constitution? 

(b) Filibuster is related to 

1x10=10 

() a long speech in the Parliament to 
delay vote 

( Turn Over ) 



| 2 ) 

(iü) opposition leader's speech 

24A/176 

(u) vote of thanks 

{ Choose the correct answer) 

( 9a beÜI TIfS GASq ) 

The Labour Party was founded in 
Britain in 1900/1901/1902. 

( Choose the correct answer) 

(d) The Privy Council is presided over by 
the 

( 9 bsCÜI IG GsaI ) 

(Prime Minister/Speaker/Monarch) 
( Choose the correct answer ) 

(eAa/qYIF/91) 
( 9 boÜI �IfS GMSqI ) 

(e) In which year was the USA founded? 

(Contiued) 

0 Who coined the principle of separation 
of powers? 

(9) 

(3 ) 

24A/176 

According to the Act of 1911 and 1949, 

the House of Lords can't delay a Money 
Bill more than one/two/ three month(s). 

( Choose the correct answer 

( 9a bsCOI KIfS GASI ) 

(h) In Britain, the office and function of the 
Prime Minister are based on 

() constitutional conventions 

(i) judicial decisions 

(ü) historic documents 

(Choose the correct answer ) 

( 9 beÜI VIfS GSqI ) 

(Turn Over ) 
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